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A Salesforce survey conducted among its users to improve the CRM experience revealed that the 
Salesforce clients wanted a better and more modern user experience. As a result, Salesforce totally 
revamped the older version to launch the Lightning Experience with fresh and new features. The change 
is equivalent to upgrading from a computer running Windows XP to one that runs Windows 10.

Lightning is a collection of tools and technologies behind a significant upgrade to the Salesforce platform. 
The Lightning Experience (LEX) is a set of modern user interfaces (UIs) optimized to help users make 
faster decisions and take quicker actions.

The traditional Classic interface is instantly recognizable by its two-column layout, related lists, and 
informative display of data. Though it can communicate a lot of information efficiently, it is essentially 
an on-screen reference material – you read and review data, then make subjective decisions on what to 
do next. In contrast, the Lightning Experience transforms that information using intelligence. It makes it 
actionable, by leveraging tools and features that guide users on what to do next, such as placing a call, 
moving an Opportunity to the next stage, or deciding which Leads are more valuable.

What Lightning Means to your Business

Salesforce has introduced an array of features exclusive to Lightning. It lets users take advantage 
of powerful new components like Sales Path, visual record-sorting with Kanban views for multiple 
objects, and a suite of predictive and artificial intelligence features in Salesforce Einstein. Additionally, 
administrators gain the benefit of improved Setup navigation. To get a comprehensive list of features 
that the Lightning Experience has to offer check out the Lightning Release roadmap.

Lightning Experience is the updated version of Salesforce Classic. The Lightning Experience comes with 
Lightning Component framework and additional tools to improve efficiency and interactiveness for the 
Salesforce developer. Below are some of the core features of the Lightning Experience.

The client-server framework accelerates speed of development and app performance while • 
facilitating the mobile app use for the Lightning Experience

Enables you to use off-the-shelf and custom-built Lightning components to build apps visually, • 
without code

Allows you to better integrate Salesforce with any external application using external object • 
and relationship

The lightning design system composed of CSS framework allows you to build applications, • 
which comply with the Salesforce Lightning interface
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Salesforce Experience Vs Classic  
– What you need to know

This Salesforce knowledge base is a comprehensive checklist listing out the features available, and can 
help you make an informed decision. And based on our experience working with Lightning Migration 
projects, we have put together a checklist which could be used during initial assessment & solution 
design.

Presence of Einstein • – Einstein AI is the next wave of digital disruption. It understands data, 
weeds out patterns and makes intelligent recommendations based on your specific business 
needs so you can make personalized connections with your prospects at the right time.

Custom branding and Composer windows•  – In addition to Einstein, these two features are 
exclusive for the Lightning users. With Composer Windows, Sales reps need not switch between 
browsers for multiple actions. The Custom branding feature ensures consistent branding for 
the client facing interface.

Mobile first • – The Lightning Experience is designed to deliver Mobile-first sales rep experiences, 
which allows the sales team to access the CRM to key in details or make changes and 
modifications on the go. The data gets automatically synced on the web.

Steelbrick CPQ integration • - Proposals, quotes, contracts, quick access to sales information 
for sales reps are some of key features enabled by Salesforce’s acquisition of Steelbrick

Salesforce Service cloud integration•  – This is a key feature that allows Sales reps to get 
actionable customer insights like case histories and customer profiles, which allow them to 
make informed decisions. 

 
How Lightning Migration revolutionizes Sales
 
Salesforce lightning potentially benefits the Sales reps as well as the Sales team & management 

For Sales reps, Lightning

Accelerates speed of using Salesforce• 

Enhances quality of information made available in a consolidated view• 

Improves ability to close deals faster• 

Helps gain ownership of pipeline • 

Gives better ownership of Salesforce.com• 
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Qualitative information presented at the right time leads to quicker leads conversion and the ability to 
close deals faster. 

For Sales team & Management, Lightning

Gives sales data and insights• 

Fosters team collaboration• 

Boosts the ability to manage company sales and pipeline• 

Helps make strategic sales decision• 

Encourages Salesforce.com adoption• 

It helps the management team to efficiently manage the company pipeline and make informed and 
strategic sales decisions.

Success Stories
 

100% of all 20,000+ Salesforce employees are enabled on lightning

Brooksource saw 100% user adoption and 30% increased sales call volume. Read More

Tuff Shed saw a 150% increase in customer touch points and set a single day sales record ONE 
WEEK after going live on lightning. Read more

T-mobile streamlined sales process from 104 clicks (8pages) to 8 clicks (3 pages). 70%  
reduction on work efforts for Reps to place order Read more

With the Salesforce platform supporting their sales and service teams, DUFL’s team is able to 
sustain 10% month-on-month growth while maintaining a customer retention rate of over 99%. 
Read more

Seagate reps save 5-10 hours per week due to supercharged usability. This can be translated as 
12-25% sales Rep time saving, and a possible 12-25% addition to your organization turn over. 
Read More
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Top 8 benefits of Lightning Migration to Sales

Drives new levels of Productivity and Innovation

A fundamental shift in focus towards increasing productivity is one of core advantages 
of the Salesforce lightning interface. It shows all the opportunities in one place and 
displays critical information in a detailed timeline to improve efficiencies and drive sales 
performance. 

Figure 1: Re-designed Opportunity layout

The redesigned lightning layout, as seen in figure 1, benefits the actual sales process. It 
provides useful information at every stage of the process, which helps close more deals 
faster.

The green, blue and gray bars indicate the stages of the sales process from • 
discovery to closed deals 

1
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The workspace splits into two sections• 

The right side bar allows you to feed sales information ranging from • 
client company news to handy links that can be sent to prospects 

It allows a Sales manager to enter the necessary sales information • 
directly into the account executives’ workspace at each step of the 
process

On the bottom right are the contacts for easy reference. You can click on the • 
tab to add notes and edit it anytime

In essence this consolidated workspace ensures that you don’t have to scroll and 
click endlessly to get bits and pieces of information and provides a comprehensive 
workspace to work with flexibility and true agility.

Track leads, contracts and campaigns visually using Kanban Board

The Salesforce lightning Kanban board is a great sales pipeline management tool. To 
access Kanban view, the Sales rep just needs to select Kanban from the display menu 
and can slickly fill in required fields to move a record to a difference stage from within 
Kanban view. The Sales rep can also modify records from the Kanban view, a feature 
that is exclusive for Lightning Experience. 

2

www.demandblue.com
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In the lightning Kanban board depicted above you can see all the open sales • 
opportunities, their sales stages, the value and other key information

Below the opportunities are the totals per stage• 

The third layer allows you to perform ‘what if’ analysis by dragging and • 
dropping opportunities in real time  

 

Allow Sales Reps to work the way they want to work 

The Lightning experience gives sales reps the absolute flexibility to work with rich 
emails, which can be sent through Outlook or Gmail, making it a singular entry point for 
not only source emails but also for forwards and replies. 

 

Interactive Sales Report

Interactive sales reports allow you to analyze sales data through variables and filters 
thus making it a powerful management tool for sales.

3

4
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More effective communication and collaboration in Chatter

The Lightning Experience facilitates effective communication in chatter through rich 
text, videos, multiple attachments, live feed on group & comments and much more. You 
can easily access Chatter, colleagues’ profiles and groups from the App Launcher or the 
tab to start using chatter right away.

 

Find it lightning fast

Salesforce Lightning uses advanced search engine that surfaces the top personalized 
results using relevancy ranking to provide the most accurate search results. You can 
find records faster with improved global search, which includes top results and recent 
records.

 

Better Navigation

Lightning enables faster and a more user-friendly navigation; Salesforce has reported 
that the Lightning UI provides a 41% more efficient workspace for those Orgs and users 
that have made the leap. The navigation bar provides an efficient interface to navigate 
through the apps. The Lightning Experience apps gives the users access to an array 
of objects and other items all in one convenient bundle to provide a consistent user 
experience. You can even include Lightning page tabs and a utility bar that allows 
instant access to productivity tools in the footer of the Lightning Experience.

 

Deployment & Design: +35% faster

Salesforce Lightning increases design and development speed by over 35%. The 
Lightning app provides admins with quick and easy shortcuts and templates that 
accelerate speed. Also, the Lightning builder is designed to create your own custom 
pages for Lightning and Salesforce One using just clicks-not-code.

5

6

7

8
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Top 15 Reasons to Switch on Salesforce Lightning
 
Salesforce Lightning is built with new and exciting features to maximize sales and enhance employee 
experiences. It has also simplified the process of Lightning Migration for Salesforce users. The Classic 
users are encouraged to switch to Lightning to get the most benefits out of Salesforce which include -

 

Efficient navigation and flexibility to
switch between apps

Easy and quick access to tools like
notes and recent items to increase 
productivity

New layout with enhanced filters 
and sort options for a 360-degree 
customer view

Users need not juggle between 
browsers to access 
customer data

Access to several reports that may

 

be required by top management for

 

strategic decisions

Tools like Performance charts to
facilitate real-time analysis of data

Can build custom applications 
visually without coding required

Create records, Customize sales 
process and quickly close deals

Customizable Salesforce Dashboard

 

with richer UX that support up to

 

nine columns

Has over 150 Lightning ready third-party apps to
maximize Salesforce to meet your unique 
business needs

Intuitive filter panel that allows
creation of list views for Quicker 
data visualization

Organize records and track 
progress of deals with

 

Kanban view

Activity feed reports current status 
of an account and action to be 
taken next

Works with mobile devices via the
Salesforce One Mobile App 
integrated with Lightning

Lightning Voice enables voice 
calls from within Salesforce

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15
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Things to consider before Migrating to 
Salesforce Lightning

Can We Just Use Migration Assistant to Migrate from Classic to Lightning?

Migration Assistant feature helps users migrate from Salesforce Classic to the Lightning Experience. 
It gives you the complete resources to help you learn about the Lightning Experience and decide if it is 
right for your Organization. Once the organization decides to migrate, the Assistant helps in the set up 
process through guided steps. Remember, the Lightning Experience doesn’t support some features. 
So instead of using Migration Assistant, organizations will take a different approach to implement 
the missing features like JavaScript buttons, homepage components, and record navigation URLs. As 
a first step in Migration test, users need to run the Lightning Readiness Check Report to identify the 
concerns and issues. If no issues found, the company can use the Migration Assistant. Another choice 
is to work with a Salesforce professional who can help with the transition. A Salesforce professional 
has the knowledge to handle missing customizations and unsupported features. 

What else should we consider before Lightning Experience transition?

Before moving to the Lightning Experience, review these four important factors - 

Verify that all the standard out-of-the-box features used in application and product • 
development are available in Lightning Experience

Check if installed packages have Lightning-ready certification. If the app does not have • 
certification, then some of its features may not be available or work as expected

Ensure that all the major functionalities work without any issues during the preview• 

Replace hard coded URLs with Salesforce instance URLs. The instance URL will change in • 
Lightning Experience because of domain creation.
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Lightning Migration Process

The following process will be used by the lightning migration team to perform the migration. 

Lightning Experience  Readiness Report

Lightning Experience Visualforce Report

Define Business Goals, Objectives, Drivers and �
KPI/OKR 

Define Stakeholder  Alignment Map

Perform Health check

Understand Migration Scope

Define the Migration roadmap

Communicate Timeline and Price

Assess

Develop

Test

Integrate
Migrate

Deploy
Initial Rollout

Revise Rollout Plan

Phased/Complete Rollout

Test
Integration

UAT

Implement new features

 

Optimize existing process/systems

Perform cleanup 

Augment

Training & �
Documentation

Training Materials

Webinars

Hands on training

Migration Plan

Integration Plan 

Release Plan

Training Plan

Plan
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Possible Bottlenecks in Lightning Migration

This won’t apply to everyone, but if you’re a long-standing Salesforce customer, you might have 
several of the following challenges that will need further review:

Custom Buttons and JavaScript:  
The Lightning platform is pickier about some solutions that were possible in 
Classic. If you’ve ever built a “URL hack” in a custom link to spawn a report 
from an Account record, or used JavaScript on a Custom Button, you will find 
they won’t work in Lightning. These will need to be converted to Lightning 
Actions or have the custom code updated.

Visualforce, Apex, Triggers, and S-Controls:  
Some Visualforce pages may need to be updated in order to get displayed 
properly in Lightning. Additionally, now is a good time to consider whether 
any of your custom development can be refactored, replaced with standard 
functionality, or even removed. Is the custom functionality you built four years 
ago now available natively from Salesforce? Can that trigger be retired using 
Process Builder? Should some of your Visualforce pages be converted to 
Lightning Components?

AppExchange Apps:  
Do any of your existing apps have “Lightning Ready” upgrades available? 
How many apps in your org are no longer being used, and therefore can 
be uninstalled? It’s true that addressing technical debt can be expensive. 
Management never wants to hear that last year’s custom development project 
that cost the company thousands of dollars already needs to be updated. 
You might need to hire a Salesforce Consulting Partner or divert internal 
development resources to rework code that performs perfectly well in Classic 
to function adequately in Lightning.
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Salesforce Best Practices

In the interest of “no surprises,” the best practice is to follow a “Sandbox-first” approach when it comes 
to changes to your org. Among other benefits, you’ll be able to test, get user feedback, and train before 
making any changes to your production environment. In some situations, like Apex code refactoring, 
“sandbox first” is a requirement, not an option.

If you are  a Salesforce Enterprise Edition (EE) or higher customer, you can create (or refresh) a Full 
or Partial Copy Sandbox. Both types include data from your production environment, which allows 
your users to test the new user experience with actual data. Sandboxes are also the only way you can 
change and redeploy Apex classes and triggers (they can’t be edited in your production environment). 
By choosing the “sandbox first” route, be sure to account for the additional time it takes to move your 
work to production. 

If you’re a Professional Edition (PE) customer, you’re in a slightly different position. If your business 
risk is extremely low, you could build and test in production. To begin with, your org will likely be less 
complex because you won’t have any custom code to update and deploy. Furthermore the type of 
sandboxes available to you (Salesforce Developer Edition sandboxes) won’t have data for testing 
unless you manually load or key it in – a sub-project unto itself. One exception though is if you’re 
upgrading any AppExchange apps to a “Lightning Ready” version. We recommend testing any new App 
in Salesforce sandbox to ensure it continues to function as you expect.

To learn more about how you can leverage Salesforce Lightning to transform employee experiences 
and increase Sales rep productivity, Talk to our team
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Infographics

Lightning – An Ecosystem to create Next level experiences

 
Value of Lightning Experience

700+ 70K+ 1100+ 100+ 300+
Only in Lightning
Features

Developers on
Lightning

Lightning
Ready Apps

Lightning
Components

Salesforce1
Ready Apps

DIFFERENT LAYOUTS
FOR DIFFERENT

ROLES

Team Leader

Deal Closer

Data Expert 

Business Builder

Trusted Advisor

COMMON BUSINESS
GOALS ACROSS

EVERY USER

Productivity
Focused

Embedded
Insight

Broad
Capabilities

& Ecosystem

MODERN TECHNOLOGY
FOR CUSTOMIZING TO

YOUR BUSINESS

Intuitive

UX

Always

Mobile

AI

Driven

Component

Based
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100% of all 20,000+ Salesforce employees are
enabled on lightning

Brooksource saw

 

100% user adoption and 30%
increased sales call volume.

 

With the Salesforce platform supporting their sales and
service teams, DUFL’s team is able to sustain 10%
month-on-month growth while maintaining a
customer retention rate of over

 

99%.

 

Seagate reps save 5-10 hours per week due to

 

supercharged usability. This can be translated as 12-25%
 

sales Rep time saving, and a possible 12-25% addition 
to your organization turn over.

 

Lightning Experience users see a 41% increase in
productivity to manage pipelines and projects in
just a few clicks.

 

Sales reps save 5-10 hours per week by improving
usability, user experience, and intuitive functionality.  
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Based on the 2017 Lightning Adoption Survey, users reported are moving 
to Lightning for many reasons 

89%
41%

of Fortune 100 use App Exchange apps

increase in productivity

increase in win rates21%

23% faster time to close

44% increase in conversion rate

increase in collaboration40%

28% less time Standardizing process

less time Managing Pipe31%
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How Lightning Increases Productivity by 41%

How Lightning Increases App Development speed by 44%
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Summer ’18 Is 9th Lightning Release

Oct
2015

Feb

2016

Jun

2016

Oct

2016

Feb

2017

Jun

2017

Oct

2017

Jun

2018

Feb

2018

Lightning
Experience
Launch!

Custom Navigation
Person Accounts
Campaigns

App Builder
Customization
Calendar All

New Navigation
Branding 
Contracts
Quotes

Console
Favourites
Forecasting
Orders

Classic Templates
Field History
Topics

New Styling
Mass Inline Edits

Redesigned
Lead Convert

Themes and Branding
Report Builder
Salesforce Files

Duplicate
Management
Service Console
External Services


